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Is ours a Ouija Board?
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Last time I spoke to this National Conference a couple of years ago, I asked if our boards looked like Ouija Boards – you know, pushed about by one strong guiding hand; or full of poor (lowest common denominator) compromises; when several hands are pulling in opposite directions; or when we zombie-like just retrace the steps of past séances; or when we are all just buffeted about by the latest passing whims of change.  Today, I am going to suggest that if we don’t take care, our board can end up like the cast and plot of our favourite horror, zombie, monster, ‘walking dead’ movie!



Good boards don’t 
just fall from heaven
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All my experience has taught me that good boards don’t just fall from heaven. They take real time, effort and investment.  So it may well be that the uncomfortable truth (and the real governance challenge) is that we end up with the boards we deserve!  Rather than bemoaning our stars or dark forces beyond our control, we need to look at how we (as an organisation) do a few simple tasks:



• Recruit
• Orient
• Evaluate
• Develop
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How we recruit our board; �how we orient our board; �how we evaluate our board; andhow we develop our board.



If not  me, who?
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Before we look at each of these four factors in a bit more detail, I first need to deal with the smug satisfaction that some of you might be feeling now, as you think, “see, I told you so, if only that lazy or incompetent chair took their job seriously we’d have a better board.  After all, all that stuff about recruitment, orientation, evaluation and development blah, blah of the board has nothing to do with me!”  Well, here’s another uncomfortable truth.  It only has nothing to do with you, if you don’t care whether you have an effective organisation or not – whether you’re the manager, an ordinary board member or even the poor maligned chair.  Sure its important to engage the chair in this process, and it would be nice if that’s where the initiative on this important issue came from, BUT, what matters most is that it happens – not who first pushed for it.  After all, in the end , not just the chair has be engaged in this process – the whole leadership team needs to – all board members and the manager.  The uncomfortable truth is, if not me, who?



We get the board
we recruit
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First lets face the uncomfortable truth that we get the board we recruit.  But that is also the key to the solution.



Have a process:
• Identify your need
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The big secret here is just to have a recruitment process.  Increasingly now we appreciate that we should treat volunteers no less seriously than paid employees.  Board members are just a particular type of volunteers (governing volunteers) and perhaps the most important volunteers in your organisation – at least their recruitment (as your leading volunteers) should be treated no less seriously than other volunteers employees.  So this implies that you need to spend time be clear and agreed, as a leadership team, exactly what your governance needs are – these may change from organisation to organisation, and even in the one organisation over time.  The important thing is to have a process for freely discussing and agreeing upon (as a leadership team) what your leadership needs are for your particular organisation, at its current stage of development, in the current political, economic, social and technological environment.



Have a process:
• Identify your need
• Specify duties, etc
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Then you need a process for clearly articulating the duties, qualities, skills and expectations you have for the position.  The secret here, like with your love life, is ‘don’t settle.  The more demanding you are the better board member you get.  If you have written documentation, a structured process, and clearly articulated steps, not only will you look more professional, but potential board members will also treat the prospect of being on your board more seriously.  If you have identified the need for someone in the leadership team to have solid knowledge of your particular sector, demand “3-5 yrs experience in the sector (preferably in a senior role)”.  Be demanding about duties, qualities, skills and expectations.  If someone magically appears on a board after a casual conversation over the fence, where you said “don’t worry, all you have to do is turn up to the odd meeting whenever you can” are you really surprised that the new board member just turns up to the odd board meeting whenever they don’t have something else on, never having read the board papers, never doing any research or preparation, and resent being asked to also come to the annual board planning day and retreat and the twice annual fundraiser, etc.  It’s a classic case of bait and switch. Its illegal under the trade practices act and stupid when recruiting board members – because it doesn’t work.  Instead of down playing down the requirements, how much more serious would a new board member take their role, if you offered them a Board Member information pack, which included expectations that you attend 100% of all scheduled bi-monthly board meetings (unless due cause, such as illness or family emergency – much like your day job); if unable to attend advice as soon as possible; you would read all board papers and spend an average 2 hours preparation for each meeting; that you participate in one sub-committee, make the organisation one that you financially support as you are able,; that you attend one weekend a year planning retreat, that you participate in at least 2 fund-raising events per annum, etc etc.  And imagine if you had to sign up to that agreement before you could be considered for the board (not necessarily in blood – but at least with a ball point pen!  And imagine if you had to apply in writing and attend an interview, just as if it was a ‘real’ job!



Have a process:
• Identify your need
• Specify duties, etc
• Targeted searches
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And finally, the importance of having a ‘search’ process – a process for finding the kinds of people who have the qualities that you are looking for.  The secret is simply to think about (and ask others for advice on) where such people hang out.  And the secret to this secret is in being really specific about what kind of person you want.  Its hard to know where a ‘person with a good heart’ might hang out, but a bit easier to track down places where you’d find accountants, or people with 3 years experience in your sector, of people with good relationships with a certain stakeholder group etc etc.  Organisations often complain how hard it is particularly to find treasurers, well by using this technique an organisation I was involved in got dozens of applications for such a position on our board, any of the shortlisted 4 or 5 we interviewed would have made great board members, and the one we selected remained loyal to the organisation over many year, a couple of job changes and two pregnancies! (and even when she eventually left the board, she still remains a regular donor).



A word about 
board terms: 
or when 12 
months is a 
life sentence



We can’t recruit; 
We’re just stuck with 

whoever gets elected
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Don’t worry, I can hear the “yes but’s” already.  We cant have a recruitment process, our constitution requires that our board is elected. So we are just stuck with whoever they elect.  You’re not suggesting we try and rig the elections are you?  (No, even though I grew up in the NSW branch of the Labour Party, who’s moto was ‘vote early, vote often’, I am not suggesting you rig the elections.  And especially if you are a staff member, you shouldn’t even be involved in promoting any particular candidates.



Recruit 
candidates

Board 
selects

Members 
elect
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Whether we elect or select, we can still have an effective recruitment process.  Whether its an election by the members or selection by the board, you will still need to recruit candidates.  You can take a passive approach of just saying anyone can stand,  Or we can be proactive, and take the time and effort to develop and publish out the criteria and expectations, we can provide it to all candidates (so they know whether they really are suitable for this job); we can provide it to all\ electors (so they use in when making their choices).  We can even (with the members agreement) require all candidates to sign up to the expectations before they are eligible to stand.  (And you can do all of that – usually – without making one change to your constitution.)



We get the board
we orient
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The second uncomfortable truth is that we get the board we orient.  A quick round of hellos and directions to the toilet, doesnt equate to an adequate orientation.  If new board members are not oriented, they can flounder around and waste their time for as much as their first term.  Many of the best people would leave a board at that point (good people don’t give up their free time to waste it, they want to be making a difference).  Worse still in a scary game of ‘monkey see, monkey do’ they may end up mimicking all the worst habits of other board members or their own bad experiences.  Spending a little time and effort on orientation can really pay off.



Who?
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Who is best to do the orienting of the new board members?  Ironically NOT the most experienced board member, not necessarily the chair, and not the manager.  The manager has never known what its like to be a new board member (at best they may have some memories of what its like to be a new manager).  And chances are that the chair or most experienced board member has been around so long they have completely forgotten what its like to be a new board member, and they don’t realise how much they take for granted now, that was a mystery at the beginning.The best person to orient a new board member is the most recent board member, because they are most likely to be in touch with what it feels like to be a new board member and what is most crucial for a new board member to know.



When?
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The short answer to ‘when to orient?’ is ‘little and often’.  Like the answer to the best way to eat an elephant – its one bite at a time.  The most common error of those taking the trouble to do some real orientation is to dump too much, too soon on the unsuspecting newcomer.  Mere mortals cant actually take it all in.  So lots of little chunks is always more digestible – and especially if we use as many different methods as possible as well (written documentation, video clips, one-to-one and group discussions, site visits, etc).  One handy hint is after the initial orientation effort, to have a second wave around 3 months into the newcomers term, but this time make it Q and A, based on the new board member’s questions – its usually about this time in the process (depending on how often your board meets) that the new board member actually begins to know what questions to ask, and can start to actually assimilate the answers.



What?
• People
• Programmes
• Processes
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And finally what should it cover?  Well most good processes will have a structure that ensures, the new board member is oriented to the people (other board members, staff, key stakeholders), the programmes (what the organisation does, how many, at what costs, for whom), and the process (how decisions are made, how the organisation operates etc etc).  But even more important that this very important aspects, it is crucial that board members be formally inducted into their unique governing role – how they add value to the organisation and make a real difference.  The very PURPOSE of a board.  But what is this purpose?



1. Practical helpers
2. Advocates
3. Buffers
4. Values guardians Start 

here
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A few years ago, some American research found four ways that boards and board members added value to their non-profits:Practical helpers – examples, from legal and accounting advice, to stuffing envelopes and repainting the club house	extra hands, extra skillsAdvocates and ambassadors – representing the organisation to others, bringing back intelligence and feedback from other stakeholders	extra hands, extra skills, extra networks, mana, perceived lack of self-interestOrganisational buffers – absorb outside pressures to monitor potential divergence from organisation’s purpose (mission, vision and values)	extra eyes (quantity and quality), critical distance (not knowing all the details)Values guardians - articulates organisational values, mission & priorities to protect against undermining	extra eyes (quantity and quality), critical distance (not knowing all the details)But not all are of equal importance.  This its actually reverse order.  But common to get stuck in practical helpers.  My theory about why is that if you don’t know what to do, you do what you know.  If you’re a lawyer and its not really clear what your role as a board member is, and you want to be helpful, you give legal advice.  If you’re an accountant and its not really clear what your role as a board member is, and you want to be helpful, you give financial advice, and so on and so on.  So this is also part of the case for good solid orientation that focus on the value-added role of board members as the ‘values guardians’ of the organisation.Harlan, SL & Saidel JR (1994) “Board Members Influence on the Government- Nonprofit Relationship” NM&L, 5: 2 (173-196)



We get the board
we evaluate
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The third uncomfortable truth is that we get the board we evaluate.Already I can hear the silent screams from board members – but we are only volunteers.  And that means…?  You are the leading volunteers in the organisation; you are responsible for how the organisation performs to the community it serves, to its regulators, its funders and all its other stakeholders.  Don’t you want to know if you are doing a good job? Or areas you could be even more effective in?Once again its useful to have multiple processes, and ‘little and often’ is the rule, rather than one big infrequent evaluation bang.  CLICK Not only does that risk putting all your eggs in one basket, but its scarier for people to take part in.  Whereas, asking two simple questions for a quick round of responses at the end of each meeting (like what went especially well tonight? What’s one thing we could improve fopr next time?) is less threatening, gets people into a reflective/learning and improvement mindset.  CLICK  Even more important is making sure it leads somewhere.  If an area for improvement is identified; be prepared to have a plan to deal with it.  In one organisation, where a board identified it was relatively weak in how it reflected the Treaty in its policies and practices, it decided to set aside one meeting in the following year to have a more in depth discussion about this.  See if there was any consensus about the next step, and draw up a plan of action.  In other cases it might lead to putting in place training on a particular issue.  No matter what, the evaluations must LEAD somewhere, or they will soon be discredited in the board members eyes and probably fade off the agenda before you know it.This also means being specific about evaluations, and taking them seriously.  One board believed that all its members should be able to read and understand the organisation’s financial statements that were tabled at each meeting. Not such a revolutionary idea you may think, until they took it seriously.   They took it so seriously that they offered a mini-workshop on reading financial statements to all board members (new and old), and whether you took the workshop or not there was a compulsory little test that tested basic understanding. It wasn’t an accountancy exam, it just tested the kind of basic understanding that any prudent board member needed to undertsand the organisations monthly financial statements.   Everyone is required to achieve this level of understanding; and until you do, you are offered more coaching, specific explanations of anything not understood, and offered the test again (and if necessary again and again).  The end result all their board members understood the finances, and didn’t just leave it to the treasurer to keep an eye on that.



We get the board
we develop
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The fourth and final uncomfortable truth is we get the board we develop.  This is what follows on from the evaluation and self-assessment – the training, advice, mentoring or any other support that can be offered to board members individually or collectively, to help them achieve their highest potential in governing the organisation.  This is the stage you can completely skip if you are floating in that wonderful fog of smug self-delusion that believes there is no room for improvement in how you operate as a board.  Good luck with that!What?  Anything you want to improve on; from meeting procedure to strategic thinking; from latest trends in your field to how the new accounting rules will treat bequests.   While ‘training’ can sound incredibly dull and patronising, if people themselves are engaged in identifying what they want to know more about, not only will it be useful for the organisation, but it may even be fun!When? Once again the little and often rule applies.  CLICK.  You don’t need to wait for a two day away at a workshop; it can also be half an hour focused discussion at an ordinary meeting.  And How? Is really only limited by your imagination.  But as well as input from experts, group discussions, formal training sessions, don’t forget subscriptions to a ‘governing’ magazine for your chair, or funding a board member to go to a conference, or visit a counter-part organisation.  The whole board could go on a board excursion to see another oprganisation.  Learning can be, and should be fun.



A final plea 
for chairs
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